OFFICIAL BALLOT

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote, complete $3 in the boxes next to your chosen candidates.

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND
VICE PRESIDENT

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT

JONI MCCAIN IND

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE,
CULTURAL, HISTORIC
AND NATURAL AREAS

Joint effort in a bi-partisan approach with independents will have to remain as strong as the 1980, my appointment.

JOHN MCCAIN AND
SAFIA PALIN

To put in a personal position. Can't win if the issue is not the main issue. "IND" is the people. To vote against the "IND" is to vote against the issue. To vote for the "IND" is to vote for the people.

SMACK DAHA AND
JOE BIDEN

For and against 4 of 5 million.

CYNTHIA MCSHERRY AND
SOLEDAD OCHOA

Yes against 4 of 5 million. Let's do this.

ROGER CALER AND
AL TOBBOY

Solve the inside of our country.

Ruth NAIR AND
MARTHA GONZALEZ

YES

BOB RAIR AND
KAYNE A. ROTH

NO

CHRIS BAILDWIN AND
SHIRL BUSTE

Chosen by you.

U.S. SENATOR

VOTE FOR ONE

MARK KOVIAR

JOHNN LEIDENGER
JAYDEE JOHNS

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 5

SUE ANDERSON

MICHELLE BACHMANN
EL TRINDERS

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 12

JIM BANES

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENATIVE
DISTRICT VIA

BRUCE ANDERSON

BRIAN GASULL

BRUCE GASULL

GINA ROTH

VOTE FRONT AND SACK OF BALLOT